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The Functions of Death Penalty Clemency in Southeast Asia: Comparative Lessons for Vietnam

Abstract

Despite being the final procedural barrier separating life and death in capital cases, executive clemency has traditionally not received the attention it deserves from comparative law and comparative criminal justice scholars, including those writing about Southeast Asia. This article aims to build upon previous empirical scholarship on death penalty clemency in Southeast Asia in two ways: by focusing on the ‘who’ question in clemency awards in the region rather than on ‘how many’ prisoners benefit, and also by updating previous findings in light of any new clemency data available since 2013. After relaying the contemporary and possible future clemency practice of each ‘actively retentionist’ Southeast Asian nation, this article concludes by reflecting on what this regional use of clemency might mean for Vietnam’s future clemency policy in death penalty cases.
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THE FUNCTIONS OF DEATH PENALTY CLEMENCY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA:
COMPARATIVE LESSONS FOR VIETNAM

DR DANIEL PASCOE

INTRODUCTION

As the final procedural barrier separating life and death in capital cases, executive clemency has traditionally not received the attention it deserves from comparative law and comparative criminal justice scholars. This article aims to build upon previous scholarship on death penalty clemency in Southeast Asia in two ways: by focusing on the ‘who’ question for clemency awards in the region rather than on ‘how many’ prisoners benefit, and also by updating previous empirical findings in light of any new clemency data available since 2013.1 Below, Part B introduces the clemency power and describes its four modern functions. Part C relays the contemporary and possible future clemency practice of each ‘actively retentionist’ Southeast Asian nation.2 Finally, Part D provides brief reflections on what this regional use of clemency might mean for Vietnam’s future clemency policy.

THE FOUR FUNCTIONS OF CLEMENCY

Clemency is an umbrella term for a variety of executive powers which reduce legally-imposed punishment. In death penalty cases, the most important of these are commutations (reducing a death sentence to a lesser punishment) and pardons (releasing the condemned perpetrator from prison altogether). What, then, is the purpose of clemency? When both historical and modern clemency practice are considered, together with the views of criminal justice theorists, clemency performs four identifiable functions in death penalty cases:3

---


2 ‘Actively retentionist’ jurisdictions are defined by Amnesty International as those jurisdictions which have executed at least one prisoner during the past 10 years (Hood R, and C Hoyle, The Death Penalty: A Worldwide Perspective (5th edn, Oxford University Press 2015) 503).

A. Clemency as ‘Mercy from the Sovereign’;
B. Clemency as Retributivism;
C. Clemency as Redemption; and,
D. Clemency as Political Advantage or Utilitarianism.

Pursuant to the first function, clemency is granted as a merciful ‘gift’ from the state to the prisoner. It is an expression of the ruler’s benevolence, and his or her desire for social control and to exercise the ‘power over life and death’, rather than any particularly deserving features of the case. Clemency granted by an unelected monarch or autocratic ruler, often to an entire class of condemned persons, generally comports with this classification.

Where ‘mercy from the sovereign’ is dispensed on a whimsical and even arbitrary basis, clemency as retributivism demands the commutation of a death sentence to a term of imprisonment in a number of pre-determined circumstances, where strict conformity with the original sentence imposed would result in undeserved or disproportionate punishment. On this basis, commutations or pardons are justified on the basis that they enhance retributive justice, rather than detract from it. However, as national legal systems have developed separate means of individualising sentences, of taking into account a prisoner’s suffering over time, and of reviewing the safety of convictions, clemency numbers on this basis, while still relevant in exceptional cases, have atrophied.\(^4\)

Within the third category, clemency as redemption is granted in reference to the prisoner’s character, behaviour or meritorious activities before or after arrest. Although parole or other forms of release now perform many of these functions, clemency as redemption remains an extremely relevant remedy within death penalty, life without parole and mandatory minimum sentences, and also as part of the growing restorative justice movement in criminal justice.\(^5\)

Finally, clemency for political advantage or utilitarianism is the secular form of mercy from the (semi-divine) sovereign. Here, clemency is granted to gain political benefit for the executive, to provide a broader public benefit, and to incentivise actions by prisoners that benefit the greater public, rather than on the basis of any redeeming


qualities of the prisoner or the prisoner’s case.

Bearing in mind these four functions of clemency, in the following section I consider which of these roles death penalty clemency has performed in each ‘actively retentionist’ Southeast Asian nation from 1991 onwards, with special mention of recent developments since 2013. There are five ASEAN nations which continue to retain and use the death penalty, primarily for murder, drug trafficking and state security or firearms offences: Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam.

**Clemency Functions in Five Southeast Asian Death Penalty Jurisdictions**

**Thailand**

In Thailand, death penalty clemency is granted as a ‘Royal Pardon’ by the King of Thailand, presently Maha Vajiralongkorn. The King may grant commutation or pardon either as an ‘Individual Royal Pardon’ following a prisoner’s petition, or as a ‘Collective Royal Pardon’ whereby the decree benefits many prisoners all at once. Sometimes a Collective Royal Pardon will even empty Thailand’s entire death row.

Generally speaking, death penalty clemency practice in Thailand follows a different pattern from the other four ASEAN jurisdictions under study. In Thailand, since 1991 and also well before that date, commutation has been the expected outcome for death row prisoners who have exhausted all judicial appeals, with very few prisoners executed compared with the number granted Individual or Collective Royal Pardon. 50 prisoners have been executed since 1991, but the most recent executions took place in 2009. Of the five nations under study, Thailand’s clemency practice is easiest to classify: Thailand is an example of a jurisdiction where clemency is granted as ‘mercy from the sovereign’, even if the monarch usually plays only a ceremonial role as signatory. Although Individual Royal Pardons may be granted for reasons resembling the retributivist, redemptive and utilitarian justifications for clemency, and Collective Royal Pardons (when these do not empty death row entirely) depend upon good behaviour in prison, clemency’s overarching purpose for many decades has been...

---


8 Interview with Academic Expert on Thailand (n6); Interview with Thailand Department of Corrections Staff (Bangkok 24 September 2012).

9 Pascoe D, ‘Comparing Death Penalty Clemency in Singapore and Thailand’ in J Lu, M Travers
to boost the Thai monarch’s public image of compassion, benevolence and Buddhist piety.\textsuperscript{10} Under Maha Vajiralongkorn’s father, Bhumibol Adulyadej (whose reign as King extended 70 years from 1946 to his death in October 2016), the monarchy proved a unifying influence within an unstable political system beset by frequent military coups. Granting Royal Pardons was a key means of boosting its prestige.

Since 2013, this historical pattern has only continued. King Bhumibol’s ailing health in the final decade or more of his reign meant that Individual Royal Pardon petitions usually went unanswered.\textsuperscript{11} Although Thai law permits an execution after 60 days in these circumstances,\textsuperscript{12} the Thai Government has instead issued a number of Collective Royal Pardons which have periodically emptied Thailand’s death row. Based on media reports, the final Collective Royal Pardon which commuted death sentences under King Bhumibol took place in August 2012, benefiting all 58 capital prisoners who had exhausted legal appeals.\textsuperscript{13} Moreover, upon ascending to the throne in December 2016, the new King issued a decree commuting all remaining death sentences to life imprisonment, alongside releasing from prison altogether various minor offenders, those experiencing mental or medical problems in prison, and very young and very old prisoners.\textsuperscript{14}

Thailand’s Second and Third National Human Rights Action Plans (2009-2013 and 2014-2018) outline concrete plans to abolish the death penalty,\textsuperscript{15} as does Thailand’s 2016 Universal Periodic Review statement.\textsuperscript{16} Nevertheless, how soon the incumbent

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{12} Criminal Procedure Code 1934 (Thailand), s 247(1).
\bibitem{14} Ibid.
\bibitem{15} Cornell Center on the Death Penalty Worldwide (n7).
\end{thebibliography}
military government takes this step is far from certain. In the meantime, under the new King, Individual and Collective Royal Pardons will continue to diminish and periodically empty Thailand’s death row in a display of royal benevolence.

**Singapore**

Article 22P of Singapore’s 1965 Constitution empowers the President to grant clemency in death penalty cases ‘on the advice of the Cabinet’. In this context, ‘on advice’ means that, pursuant to the Westminster model of government, the Singaporean Cabinet will collectively make the decision and the President must follow it.17

As a polar opposite to Thailand, clemency in capital cases is exceptionally rare in Singapore. It has been granted in only six death penalty cases since independence in 1965, and in only three cases since 1991,18 whereas hundreds of petitions have been rejected over the same period.19 Although Cabinet deliberations and the official reasons for granting clemency are kept secret from both prisoners and the public, from the six successful cases since 1965, it is possible to deduce that commutations have historically been granted in very select cases of:

- terminal illness;
- youth or first offence;
- murder committed in spontaneous or provoked circumstances; or,
- the accused being an accomplice, rather than the primary offender.20

Singapore’s past practice therefore fits firmly within the retributivist conception of clemency. The most recent clemency grant was made by President Ong Teng Cheong in 1998, and hence there are no notable cases to report since 2013.21 However, with new legislation that came into effect in 2013 enabling trial judges to exercise discretion in selected homicide and drug trafficking cases previously subject to the mandatory

---


18 Ibid, 200.

19 Ibid, 183.

20 Pascoe (n9). One further possibility is that three of the six prisoners were granted clemency after cooperating with police and prosecutors in securing the convictions of their accomplices in the crime. Article 22P(1)(a) of the 1965 Constitution of Singapore explicitly allows for clemency in these circumstances.

21 Chan (n17) 200.
death penalty,\textsuperscript{22} clemency may become even rarer in the future, as judicial officers and prosecutors use their discretion to filter undeserving cases away from death. Already, offenders previously on death row have been ‘re-sentenced’ using the procedure, with at least 13 death sentences reduced to lesser punishments by November 2015.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{Malaysia}

Unlike Singapore, clemency is granted on a provincial basis in Malaysia. The formal clemency decision-maker is the Islamic Hereditary Ruler (the relevant State Sultan, \textit{Raja} or \textit{Yang di-Pertuan Besar}) within nine States, the appointed State Governor (\textit{Yang di-Pertuan Negeri}) in four States without a Hereditary Ruler, or the Malaysian King (the \textit{Yang di-Pertuan Agong}) in federal, military and security cases. Each decision-maker is advised by a Pardons Board established by Article 42(1) of the 1957 Malaysian Constitution. All death sentences are automatically considered for clemency,\textsuperscript{24} which was granted in 95 capital cases between 2010 and 2016,\textsuperscript{25} a far greater number than in neighbouring Singapore.

Historically, scholars and journalists have seen non-legal factors as being of greatest importance to the decision-making of the State and Federal Pardons Boards.\textsuperscript{26} The non-legal factors relevant within a number of post-1991 grants of death sentence commutations and pardons consist of the maintenance of good international relations with a foreign prisoner's home government, and the previous public service and political

\begin{verbatim}
22 Penal Code (Amendment) Act 2012 (Singapore); Misuse of Drugs (Amendment) Act 2012 (Singapore).
24 Criminal Procedure Code 1999 (Malaysia), s 281(c).
\end{verbatim}
connections of the prisoner. These represent justifications within the redemptive and political advantage and utilitarian paradigms identified above – quite similar functions to those clemency performs in Vietnam, as I explain below. With clemency also granted on the Hereditary Rulers’ birthdays and as part of coronation celebrations, as with Thailand the mercy from the sovereign paradigm is arguably also relevant. The Hereditary Rulers are the guardians of Islam in their nine states, and mercy is an important value within Islamic jurisprudence. Moreover, granting Royal Pardon is one small way in which the Hereditary Rulers may still exercise power over their subjects, given that Malaysia’s elected government has curtailed their formal legal role over the decades.

However, a focus on these non-legal matters by commentators may simply reflect the greater newsworthiness of ‘public interest’ cases, rather than more mundane petitions decided on the basis of retributivist factors where punishment is remitted as undeserved (as in Singapore), or else further redemptive factors such as a good behaviour and work record in prison ‘earning’ the prisoner remission or release. Since 1991, cases where capital clemency has been granted for retributivist reasons have involved the youth of a prisoner, situations where a complete or partial defence, while argued by defence lawyers at trial, could not be proven, procedural irregularities, and other cases where pressing legal criteria demanding commutation have emerged during trial.

Despite the present Malaysian government’s stated plan to abolish the mandatory death penalty in favour of allowing judicial discretion in all cases, executions continue to take place in Malaysia, with at least nine recorded in 2016, and an average of two

28 New (n25).
31 See Pascoe (n27) 72-79, for specific examples.
per year taking place from 1998 to 2015.\textsuperscript{34} Since 2013, Malaysian opposition politicians have continued to pressure the government to release accurate figures on annual executions and clemency appeals through questions tabled in parliament.\textsuperscript{35} However, the entire process still remains opaque. What we do know about recent clemency practice suggests that the Hereditary Rulers, State Governors and Yang di-Pertuan Agong are taking their responsibilities to convene and chair Pardons Board meetings more seriously, with fewer petitioners having to wait many years, if not decades, for their cases to be considered for mercy. According to NGO Hands off Cain: ‘In general about two years pass between the passing of a death sentence and the execution of the person condemned. Some appeals processes, however, exceeded 10 years.’\textsuperscript{36} If accurate, a two-year norm is a substantial improvement on previous practice, with waits for up to 15 years for Pardons Board consideration once being common,\textsuperscript{37} as the Hereditary Rulers, in particular, allegedly accorded a low priority to convening meetings.\textsuperscript{38}

If this latter trend continues, then in the medium-term expect to see fewer grants of clemency for \textit{redemptive} purposes based on good behaviour over a long period of incarceration. Unless the Malaysian government dramatically increases the pace of executions, as long as the mandatory death penalty remains, the death row population will continue to grow. In May 2016, it stood at over 1000 persons at various stages of appeal. Of this number, over 400 were foreign nationals.\textsuperscript{39} This group will keep the Pardons Boards busy as the Malaysian Government considers how to balance its diplomatic and law enforcement interests. The 600 Malaysian nationals, on the other


\textsuperscript{35} Hands off Cain (n32).

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{37} Pascoe (n27) 90 n130. Notably, from 2010 to 2016, 95 \textit{capital prisoners} were granted commutation or pardon, compared with 98 prisoners \textit{overall} from 2001 to 2012. Many of the latter group would include non-capital prisoners (New (n25); MADPET ‘Only 98 pardons since 2001 in Malaysia’ (Blog Post, 29 July 2012) \texttt{<http://madpet06.blogspot.com/2012/07/only-98-pardons-since-2001-in-malaysia.html>} accessed 1 March 2017).

\textsuperscript{38} Interview with Member of the Malaysian Bar Council (Kuala Lumpur 26 October 2011); Interview with Malaysian NGO Staff (Kuala Lumpur 25 October 2011).

hand, will hope that the mandatory death penalty’s proposed abolition allows them to be retrospectively ‘re-sentenced’ to lesser punishments, as with some prisoners in Singapore, detailed above.

**Indonesia**

Clemency is granted by the Indonesian President, pursuant to Article 14(1) of the 1945 Constitution. In doing so, the Head of State must consider ‘the advice of the Supreme Court’, although this means that the President is free to disregard the opinion of the Court’s Criminal Chambers and issue a contrary decision,\(^\text{40}\) or else rely on the advice of various other official parties in granting or denying clemency.\(^\text{41}\)

Indonesia’s clemency practice since 1991, spanning autocratic (Suharto) and democratic (post-Suharto Reform Era) governments, as well as shifting law and order priorities, is the most eclectic of the five jurisdictions under study here. Presidential clemency in death penalty cases over this period provides examples\(^\text{42}\) of clemency as *utilitarianism* (via clemency in transitioning to democracy, and clemency to protect Indonesian death row convicts abroad), *retributivism* (clemency for wrongful conviction, the availability of an arguable defence, or a disproportionate sentence given to a drug ‘mule’), and *redemption* (clemency for expressed remorse and good behaviour in prison). Nonetheless, if Indonesia’s new Draft Criminal Code passes through the national legislature (the DPR) without significant amendments, capital prisoners’ sentences will be automatically commuted to life or 20 years’ imprisonment upon good behaviour during the first 10 years spent on death row.\(^\text{43}\) This procedure, resembling China’s ‘suspended death penalty’ sentence,\(^\text{44}\) may result in clemency for *redemptive* purposes becoming ever rarer, as rehabilitation and remorse are instead rewarded in a

\(^{40}\) Lindsey T, and P Nicholson, *Drugs Law and Legal Practice in Southeast Asia* (Hart 2016) 104.

\(^{41}\) Interview with Former Indonesian Cabinet Minister (Melbourne 21 November 2016); Interview with Indonesian Cabinet Minister (Jakarta 15 April 2013).


\(^{44}\) Criminal Law 1997 (PRC), Article 48.
less arbitrary manner.

Since coming to power in 2014, current Indonesian President Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo has made several public statements to the effect that he would not grant clemency to any drug traffickers sentenced to death – a group comprising more than 40 percent of Indonesia’s 165+ death row prisoners. However, compared with his predecessor Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, Jokowi has ironically proven more merciful towards murder convicts. By the time of writing, Jokowi had already commuted the death sentences of seven murderers. In the absence of any official reasons, various mitigating factors in the cases and good behaviour in prison (given that Indonesian death row prisoners are not eligible to receive sentence remissions on Indonesia’s Independence Day each year) are the most likely justifications.

**Vietnam**

Vietnam’s most recent Constitution was adopted in 2013, authorising the State President the power to grant clemency in Article 88(3). Clemency must be sought by the prisoner within seven days of the determination of a final appeal in death penalty cases, and if the request is successful, the death sentence is converted to life imprisonment. Similar constitutional and legislative provisions applied during the 1980s and 1990s, although notably the Council of State as Vietnam’s ‘Collective Presidency’ exercised the power to grant clemency from 1980 to 1992.

While little is known about the internal decision-making structure within the Vietnamese government as it relates to clemency, at a very minimum the Supreme People’s Court Chief Justice must make a recommendation to the State President whether to accept or

---

48 Criminal Procedure Code 2003 (Vietnam), Article 258(1).
49 Penal Code 1999 (Vietnam), s 35.
reject a prisoner’s application for clemency.\textsuperscript{51} Moreover, within a complex organisation such as the Vietnamese Communist Party, presumably different government agencies and ministries make additional recommendations to the State President (or formerly, the Council of State) as to whether a death sentence should be commuted or not.

Many of the reported grants of clemency in Vietnamese death penalty cases since 1991 appear to fall within the \textit{political advantage and utilitarianism} category. The Vietnamese Government has made each of these clemency grants strategically, in order to benefit the state in subtle ways, rather than acting primarily for the prisoner’s benefit. Examples are various clemency grants made to Western, Vietnamese and Asian prisoners at the request of foreign governments and multinational corporations, persons sentenced to death who have provided information on their accomplices and recruiters, and those mass grants of clemency retrospectively made when the number of death penalty-eligible crimes has been periodically reduced.\textsuperscript{52}

On the other hand, examples where prisoners may have ‘earned’ redemptive clemency (before arrest) arise where the prisoner or a close relative has made valuable contributions to the country, especially through state-owned enterprises. Conspicuously absent from Vietnam’s past practice are clemency grants made because the punishment is ‘undeserved’, either at the time of imposition, or later before execution (\textit{retributivist} clemency). Finally, while we cannot be certain of the reasons for which every single clemency petition has been granted in Vietnamese death penalty cases, the very fact that reasons are not publicly provided in some cases, together with the timing of some such grants around National Day celebrations in September and at the beginning of the Lunar New Year festival seems to accord with the hypothesis that the Vietnamese government stands to gain power and legitimacy over its constituents by granting clemency as ‘\textit{mercy from the sovereign}’, in addition to utilitarian and redemptive justifications within particular cases,\textsuperscript{53} as with the Thai King and Malaysia’s Hereditary Rulers.

Of the five jurisdictions under study, Vietnam’s clemency practice is the most difficult on which to provide recent updates. In 2004, the government decreed death penalty information a state secret, a move widely thought to be brought about following strident criticism by human rights NGOs and European Governments.\textsuperscript{54} Since 2010

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{52} Pascoe (n3) 175-179.
  \item \textsuperscript{53} Ibid 175-179, 188.
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Johnson and Zimring (n6) 389.
\end{itemize}
there have been no English-language media reports of death penalty clemency. One possible explanation is that the Vietnamese Government has instead granted clemency more covertly, with a recent unverified government report listing 179 Presidential commutations from July 2011 to June 2016.\(^5\) Notably, foreign prisoners continue to survive death sentences without these punishments being overturned at higher court levels, even though clemency itself remains publicly unreported.\(^5\) However, as Vietnam continues its reductionist approach to the death penalty through measures such as steadily reducing the number of capital crimes, banning the execution of new mothers or of prisoners over 75 years of age, and automatically mitigating the sentences of corruption prisoners who repay stolen money to the state,\(^5\) more and more of the mitigating circumstances in which executive clemency might traditionally be granted are now being dealt with by legislation.

**CONCLUSION: COMPAREATIVE LESSONS FOR VIETNAM**

Although I am a death penalty abolitionist, perhaps the best that abolitionists can expect from a one-party state like Vietnam in the short term is a policy of continuous reductionism. Here, clemency has a potentially important role to play. However, the Vietnamese Government has so far neglected to utilise death penalty clemency in the full range of circumstances that demand it. There are two potential lessons from the preceding discussion involving four other Southeast Asian jurisdictions.

First, with Vietnam’s two-year pause in executions between July 2011 and August 2013 as the country sought to move from firing squads to lethal injection,\(^5\) Vietnam’s death row population ballooned to in excess of 700.\(^5\) In mid-2016, 684 prisoners were still under sentence of death.\(^5\) Such a large death row population has made human rights

---


56 Pascoe (n3) 178, 178 n94.

57 Quan M, ‘Corrupt officials can escape death if they are contrite, Vietnam lawmakers decide’ *Thanh Nien News* (27 November 2015); ‘Vietnam lawmakers ease death penalty on corruption’ *The Manila Times* (28 November 2015); Penal Code 1999 (Vietnam), Article 35.

58 *The Manila Times*, ibid.

59 ‘Compassionate Communists’ *The Economist* (20 June 2015).

activists fear a rash of executions to ‘clear the books’ of capital prisoners.\textsuperscript{61} In fact, in 2013, legislator and Vice Minister of Defence Nguyen Van Hien stated that many prisoners had been awaiting execution for five to six years, sometimes ‘begging to be executed’.\textsuperscript{62} By 2017, potentially hundreds of death row prisoners will have spent three \textit{additional} years under sentence of death since then, far beyond a 2003 estimate of five months to four years within the appeals process, and one further year awaiting execution.\textsuperscript{63} 

As outlined above, in other Southeast Asian jurisdictions such as Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand, clemency sometimes operates as a \textit{redemptive} measure in death penalty cases, not only for prisoners who have personal connections to the ruling party (as in some Vietnamese cases), but also for prisoners who have behaved well and have rehabilitated themselves over many years in prison. Rather than dealing with the ‘mental anguish’ of prisoners awaiting death by lethal injection by speeding up the execution process as Nguyen Van Hien suggested,\textsuperscript{64} the more humane approach would be to grant a mass sentence commutation benefiting those prisoners who have rehabilitated themselves and expressed remorse for their crimes. A precedent for group commutation already exists in Vietnam, with mass grants occurring every time the number of death-eligible crimes is reduced. Whereas rehabilitation and good behaviour play a significant role in justifying prisoner release as part of a general or special prison amnesty in Vietnam,\textsuperscript{65} and have informed preliminary debates on

\begin{itemize}


\item \textsuperscript{63} Johnson and Zimring (n6) 390 n11.

\item \textsuperscript{64} Delaney (n62).

legislating a new ‘suspended’ death sentence, reform in prison is not currently taken into account within death penalty commutation.

The second comparative lesson from other Southeast Asian jurisdictions (and from clemency’s theoretical literature) is that commutations and pardons are not only means of achieving utilitarian aims for the state, and to reward party loyalty, but are also vital due process safeguards against undeserved or disproportionate punishment imposed by the judiciary. Vietnam’s trial and appeal system does not presently operate to effectively filter out cases where there are procedural improprieties or doubts over guilt. Although Vietnamese judges now commonly exercise the power to return case files to the procuracy for further investigation if there is insufficient incriminating evidence, once the trial actually proceeds, judges and lawyers typically believe ‘it is a foregone conclusion that the case constitutes a crime.’ Moreover, up to 99.93 percent of appeals in criminal cases fail in Vietnam. As such, prisoners often assume that asking for clemency implies an admission of guilt.

Even within semi-authoritarian societies such as Singapore and Malaysia, or within


66 Nicholson and Lindsey (n40) 11.

67 A mass sentence commutation can also be justified retributively, with the ‘death row effect’ increasing the sentence’s harshness and cruelty the longer the prisoner’s status remains undetermined (Hood and Hoyle (n2) 204-218). However, based on the available data from actively retentionist jurisdictions, retributive commutation or pardon on the basis of the ‘death row effect’ has not yet entered Southeast Asian clemency practice.


69 Lindsey and Nicholson (n40) 250-251.

70 Nguyen HQ, ‘Lawyers and Prosecutors under Legal Reform in Vietnam: The Problem of Equality’ in S Balme and M Sidel (eds), Vietnam’s New Order: International Perspectives on the State and Reform in Vietnam (Palgrave Macmillan 2007) 169; Lindsey and Nicholson (n40) 237. As Lindsey and Nicholson (at 5) note: ‘In the case of Vietnam, the presumption of innocence has, in any case, only existed constitutionally since 2014 and it is not yet clear how it will work in practice.’

71 Nicholson and Truong (n65) 442.

a genuinely authoritarian regime such as Suharto’s Indonesia, clemency has been granted as an outright pardon where doubts have arisen over the prisoner’s guilt, or as a death sentence commutation given arguable yet unsuccessful defences, relatively minor involvement in the offence, or procedural irregularities. At least as an interim measure before more comprehensive legal reforms, Presidential clemency is well placed to perform these remedial roles in Vietnam. Although clemency presently only allows a death sentence to be reduced to life imprisonment, a prisoner’s commuted sentence can later be further reduced or abrogated entirely through general or special amnesty. By studying state practice in neighbouring jurisdictions, the Vietnamese Government might see that granting clemency in death penalty cases does not diminish the state’s authority over its citizens (in fact, it may strengthen it), and nor does clemency necessarily lead to the demise of capital punishment altogether, if granted for deserved rehabilitative or retributive purposes.
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